Becoming Madame Mao

From the best-selling author of RED
AZALEA, this extraordinary novel tells the
stirring, erotically charged story of
Madame Mao Zedong, the woman almost
universally known as the white-boned
demon, whom many hold directly
responsible for the excesses of the Cultural
Revolution.
Bringing
her
lush
psychological insight to bear on the facts of
history, Min penetrates the myth
surrounding this woman and provides a
convincing, nuanced portrait of a damaged
personality (Entertainment Weekly) driven
by
ambition,
betrayal,
and
a
never-to-be-fulfilled need to be loved. With
all the compressed drama and high lyrical
poetry of great opera, BECOMING
MADAME MAO is a remarkable
accomplishment ... Madame Mao is finally
given her own voice (Ha Jin).

Historical fiction acquires new luster and credibility in Mins brilliant evocation of the woman who married Mao and
fought to succeed him. As she proved in herThe author definitely gives Madame Maos perspective, so she seems driven
and lonely but not a white boned demon. Very little is mentioned of the executionsBecoming Madame Mao is a
historical novel by Anchee Min detailing the life of Jiang Qing. She became Madame Mao after her marriage to Mao
Zedong.Anchee Mins Becoming Madame Mao (2000), is a remarkable piece of historical fiction. Mins choice of
inter-textuality between history and fiction is apt as thisMadame Mao is almost universally known as the white-boned
demon -- ambitious, BECOMING MADAME MAO is the most ambitious and provocative work ofAudio Reading:
Anchee Min Anchee Min reads from Becoming Madame Mao, June 15, 2000. Click below to listen to one of the two
readings.Becoming Madame Mao [Anchee Min] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is an evocation of the
woman who married Chairman Mao This extraordinary novel tells the stirring, erotically charged story of Madame Mao
Zedong, the woman almost universally known as theGreat deals on Becoming Madame Mao by Anchee Min.
Limited-time free and discounted ebook deals for Becoming Madame Mao and other great books. In Becoming
Madame Mao, Anchee Min takes what is known of Jiang Qings life and spins a tantalizing tale of how this second-rate
actressFrom the author of the international bestseller Empress Orchid comes the stirring, erotically charged story of the
woman known as the white-boned demon - thePosts about Becoming Madame Mao written by jennmelb.Becoming
Madame Mao [Anchee Min] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is an evocation of the woman who married
Chairman MaoIn a sweeping, erotically charged story that moves gracefully from the intimately personal to the great
stage of world history, Anchee Min renders a powerful tale
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